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Introduction
So you have a shiny RTOS IoT device...



Assumptions

▧Micro-controller based application
▧Time to market is a priority
▧Redesigning your application
▧Your embedded Linux knowledge is limited
▧Your current platform has limited resources



1. Selecting your components
Red pill or Blue pill



Selecting your components

▧The processor is one of the most important components 
as it could dictate the Linux kernel you will be able to 
support

▧If power management is important to your application 
make sure it is well supported in the Linux kernel

▧The flash component will guide your file system selection
▧If using a cellular module, Bluetooth or Wi-Fi look for 

driver support ahead of time
▧If using sensors you might be able to find support for the 

components you are selecting for your design
▧Do you require RT components?



2. Design considerations
Start from scratch? scratch that...



Design considerations

▧Time to market might dictate the direction 
of your design

▧Think about your design goals: low power, 
high processing capabilities, type of 
wireless communications, etc.

▧Can you utilize an open hardware design 
like the beaglebone or a reference design 
from your processor vendor?

▧Is the reference design compatible with 
your design goals?



3. Pick your major software 
components

It's like a candy store



Pick your major software components

▧Define priorities: must have, nice to have, I 
want it but I don't really need it

▧Every included component might need to 
be updated in the future

▧Watch out for the dependencies
▧Try to future proof your package selection
▧Some times less is more
▧You might be constrained by your flash 

capacity



4. It is impossible to know 
everything

Let it go...



It is impossible to know everything

▧Be ready to loose some control
▧Is OK to want to understand all the details 

but you might be overwhelmed by the 
amount of information

▧Learn from others especially the 
community and the processor supplier

▧Linux is a complex system and it will take 
some learning to get a grasp of all of the 
aspects of the system



5. Bring-up
I hope you bring-up your pillow



Bring-up

▧Be patient, things might not work the first 
time you power up your board

▧Set realistic expectations
▧Set daily goals and be ready to adjust your 

plan
▧Celebrate the small wins
▧Document your findings along the way



6. Pick your battles
DIY vs Hired gun



Pick your battles

▧If you can afford to have a 
consultant/vendor don't hesitate

▧You are the expert on your application code 
focus your efforts on the port

▧If you hire a consultant don't just let him do 
the job, invest the time to learn from 
him/her

▧Carefully draft the SOW and include 
support time



7. Software design decisions
Legos or Play-Doh



Software design decisions

▧Think about the future of your product will it fully 
migrate to Linux will it have some mix of RTOS and 
choose the right balance.

▧Bare minimum. Using this approach you will only 
make the absolute necessary changes to make your 
application run under Linux

▧Unix philosophy (Do one thing well). Using this 
approach you will end up with multiple programs 
scripts and daemons

▧Something in between
▧Static kernel drivers or kernel modules?



8. Porting your application
You can't teach an old dog new tricks... 

or can you?



Porting your application

▧Create a list of tasks needed to complete 
the port

▧Start breaking the tasks into smaller more 
manageable pieces

▧Stub your code, mock hardware until you 
can successfully compile your code under a 
Linux computer

▧Your drivers will be different
▧Explore the APIs Linux has to offer: POSIX, 

Threads, IPC (pipes, message queues, 
semaphores, sockets, shared memory), etc.



Porting your application

▧Your application might run slower than the 
tiny micro-controller

▧Your application might run much faster
▧You will face many design dilemmas
▧A lot of your legacy code might not transfer 

easily
▧Some inefficiencies of your application will 

surface
▧You might need to rethink your Non-

Volatile strategy



Porting your application

▧Your application is no longer king of the 
world

▧Chances are you will encounter difficult 
issues with software you didn't write: kernel 
bootloader, packages, etc.

▧You might need to modify the bootloader 
to accomplish certain tasks (Examples: reset 
reason, configure certain registers)

▧Watch out for boot time



9. Security
Spoiler alert: it is harder than you think



Security
▧Your IoT just became a more interesting device for 

3rd parties
▧Have a strategy ready for updating your device
▧Make a clear separation of privileged and 

unprivileged programs
▧Make use of users, groups, strong passwords and 

secure your file system
▧Use a firewall
▧Read the CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and 

Exposures)
▧Use C/C++ secure code practices
▧Use secure communications whenever is possible
▧Be mindful of what you are logging



10. When things go wrong
Remember when you took the red pill



When things go wrong

▧Learn to navigate the kernel source
▧Get to know the bootloader  source
▧Establish a good relationship with your 

processor vendor: for a lot of things, only 
he/she will be able to help

▧If you hired a consultant, use your support 
time

▧Reach out to the community
▧RTFM



Conclusion

Moving from RTOS to Embedded Linux has 
been a tremendous learning experience. 
Embedded Linux has so much to offer for 
IoT, but it usually comes with a price in 
terms of complexity, if your application 
requires it, invest the time to learn. 



Thanks!

Any questions?

You can find me at:
aaron.nevarez@linux.com


